Nedap Library Solutions and P.V. Supa join forces
Groenlo, the Netherlands – 27 November, 2018

Nedap Library Solutions and P.V. Supa are announcing a strategic alliance today. The first of January
2019 will mark the start of a closer and more structural partnership to serve the global library market.
Nedap focuses on the hardware, P.V. Supa on the software. This alliance will strengthen both
companies’ innovation and product development capabilities.
Rob Schuurman, Nedap Library Solutions’ Managing Director: “As a system integrator, P.V. Supa has
developed expertise all over the world when it comes to state-of-the-art software specially
designed for the library market. The combination with Nedap’s hardware has already produced
various successful solutions.” Both companies’ customers and partners will get direct access to an
even wider range of products and services. “Joining forces will help us get the most out of the global
market expertise and synergy. Both Nedap and P.V. Supa will be able to focus on developing new
products and technologies for the libraries of the future,” says Schuurman.

About P.V. Supa
Founded in 1996, P.V. Supa is a privately owned company providing Self
Check automation, Automated Material Handling Systems and RFID
applications solely for libraries. Headquartered in Kerava, Finland and Plano,
Texas, P.V. Supa services libraries in over 37 countries as a complete system
integrator. P.V. Supa develops and produces all critical hardware and software
in-house which guarantees the total quality management, product life cycle
management and solid technical support. Inhouse development and
production also gives the flexibility to serve libraries at any size.
About Nedap
Since the company’s founding in 1929, Nederlandsche Apparatenfabriek ‘Nedap’ N.V. has been manufacturing smart
technical applications for the challenges of today and tomorrow, and selling them all over the world. Headquartered in
Groenlo in the Netherlands, Nedap boasts a workforce of approx. 680 employees and operates on a global scale, while the
company has been listed on Euronext Amsterdam since 1947.
Nedap Library Solutions helps libraries to maintain their relevance in the current age of information.
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